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It has long been estimated that suxing is more common than prexing in
the languages of the world. It is of interest to get detailed statistics on this
tendency in order to understand whether the preference is localized to a specic
region of the world or whether it calls for a general explanation in terms of the
human mind or human communication, (see Himmelmann 2005 inter alia).
The classic approach to gathering data on the prex/sux preference is for
a human to read grammatical descriptions. This approach is represented by
Dryer (2005), who classies 894 languages into one of ve categories Little or
No Inectional Morphology, P redominantly Suxing, M oderate Preference for
Suxing, Approximately Equal Amount, M oderate Preference for Prexing,
P redominantly Prexing.
A second possibility is to let a computer read a grammatical description
(originally intended for humans to read) and crudely count the number of times
the words prex and sux 1 occur. We have access to a large collection of
OCR:ed grammatical descriptions spanning 3014 languages.
A third possibility is to go directly to raw text. A simple observation is that
the words in a suxing language have less variability in the number of dierent
segments that appear at the end of words, and mutatis mutandis in a prexing
language. There are various ways of turning this observation into a measure of
suxation/prexation/neither. We have access to a collection of (partial) bible
translations for over 800 languages2 .
We will present a comparison the three approaches in terms of theoretical
advantages and perform a full empirical investigation of how well the three
correlate.
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